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FBH Japan is Looking for Distributors and Partners in Europe
FBH Japan Will Exhibit Innovative Assistive Products at REHACARE 2016
Tokyo, Japan (August 25, 2016) ‒ France Bed Co., Ltd is looking for distributors in Europe. FBH
Japan, the overseas arm of France Bed Co., Ltd, will exhibit assistive products like medical beds,
wheelchairs and so on at the booth No.5/B38 at REHACARE 2016 ( September 28th (Wed.) October 1st (Sat.) in Dusseldorf, Germany).
France Bed Co., Ltd., located in Tokyo, represented by the president & C.E.O. Mr. Shigeru Ikeda,
is the largest manufacturer and distributor of assistive products and beds for home use in
Japan. France Bed Group has been trying to expand overseas business. For example, in 2012 a
subsidiary company has been established in Jiangsu, China to promote assistive products
rental business in China.
As a leading company which supports Japanese aging society, France Bed would be glad to
contribute the experiences and innovative products cultivated in Japanese market, to
European countries facing the aging issues.
At REHACARE 2016, FBH Japan will exhibit the safe, functional and hi-tech products and expect
to ﬁnd the potential market for them. Since the establishment in 1946, France Bed has been
accumulating technical know-how for manufacturing furniture beds supporting sound sleep.
Based on this accumulated know-how, France Bed has also started manufacturing nursing
beds and also started rental service of them in 1983. Since then, France Bed has been oﬀering
various kinds of assistive products for the elderly. France Bed is willing to contribute to the
creation of fulﬁlling life.
At REHACARE 2016, FBH Japan will introduce “Safety Wheelchair” which prevents users from
injury caused by falling down from the wheelchair backwards or forwards by the automatic
brake system and the automatic sliding down function of foot support. Also, FBH Japan will
introduce “Floor bed” . By setting lowest height of 11cm from the ﬂoor, it minimizes the risk of
injury at the time of falling down from the bed.
In addition, FBH Japan will exhibit various kinds of assistive products for the elderly and health
care apparatus. The innovative products must surprise visitors.
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Floor Bed “FLB-03”

Safety Wheelchair "Koroba-Nice"

Corporate Overview of France Bed Co., Ltd.
Head Oﬃce: 5th Floor, Shinjuku Square Tower, 6-22-1 Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
163-1105 Japan
Established: June 5, 1946
Capital: 5.65 billion JPY
Employees: 1,361
Business Operations: Manufacturing, retail sales, rental and wholesaling of assistive products,
beds, healthcare equipment, furniture, bedding products, and linen.
URL: http://www.fbh-japan.com/

Aﬃliated Companies
France Bed Holdings Co., Ltd.
Holding company aiming at oﬀering creative and valuable goods and services, coping with
various kinds of requirements related with fastest rate of aging, diversity of lifestyle and so on.
URL: http://www.francebed-hd.co.jp/en/index.html
France Bed Sales Co., Ltd.
Selling of bedclothes, furniture, healthcare equipments, miscellaneous goods, garment,
personal ornaments and so on through Door-to-Door sales or in-shop sales.
France Bed Furniture Co., Ltd.
Manufacturing and sales of the furniture.
Tokyo Bed Co., Ltd.
Manufacturing and sales of beds. Development of mattresses.
France Bed International Co., Ltd. (Thailand)
Exporting beds and furniture to Japan. Sales for the market of Thailand.
Jiangsu France Bed Co., Ltd. (China)
Manufacturing, selling and importing/exporting of assistive products, furniture and bedding
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